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Limiting dilution assays (LDA)' incorporating sensitive in vitro
microculture techniques can be used to determine the frequencies
of immunocompetent cells (IC) possessing a wide variety of functionally defined activities (1-7). LDA are quantal dose-response
bioassays that detect an all-or-nothing (positive or negative) immune response in each individual culture within groups of replicate
cultures that vary in the dose of cells tested. Dose-response data
analysis is then used to determine the frequency of IC within the
test cell population. For this analysis, it is necessary to assume 1
of 4 possible models for the generation of a positive response: 1)
only 1 cell of only 1 cell type is necessary for a positive response
(single-hit), 2) a given number ( 2 2 ) of cells of only 1 cell type is
necessary (multi-hit), 3) only 1 cell of each of a given number ( 2 2 )
of cell types (multi-target), and 4) a combination of the multi-hit
and multi-target models. The theory of limiting dilution analysis
including these models and the experimental conditions necessary
for their validity were discussed extensively by Miller et a/. (8) and
by Lefkovits and Waldmann (9). This article presents data analysis
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methods for the single-hit model only. This model assumes that the
IC are diluted to limiting doses, that every single IC generates a
detectable response, and that all other cell types and culture
factors remain at saturating (nonlimiting) doses.
If all dilutions of the test cell population are homogeneous
suspensions, then the Poisson probability distribution (10) describes the occurrence of the numberof test cells and consequently the number of IC sampled and aliquoted into each replicate
culture. These numbers vary between individual replicate cultures;
however, on the average, they equal the intended dose of test cells
and IC.For the single-hit model, a positive immune response,
which is quantal and not quantitative, cannot be used to distinguish
between the presence of 1 or more IC. However, in the absence of
an IC, no immune response can occur. Therefore, in order to apply
Poisson probability theory to the single-hit model, the zero term of
the Poisson equation must be used to describe the relation between
the average number of cells tested per replicate culture and the
number of negatively responding cultures per group (see Appendix). This single-hit Poisson model (8, 9, 1 1) provides the theoretical basis for a wide variety of data reduction methods for the
estimation of the frequency of IC from LDA dose-response data.
These estimation methods range from the use of simple handdrawn plots with eye-estimated frequencies to the use of more
complex statistical estimators with computer-calculated frequencies. These estimators include the following: least squares (LS),
weighted mean (WM), maximum likelihood (ML), and minimum
(MC). However, these methods vary not only in complexity but also
in accuracy and precision.
Although data from some of the earliest LDA for the determination of IC frequencies (1 2, 13) were analyzed by a valid method
(1 1 , 14), the majority of data from experiments published since
then has been analyzed by simpler but less valid methods. The
advantages of increased accuracy and precision of results were
not considered to be adequate compensation for the disadvantages
of increased time and effort to obtain the results. Some immunologists thus resorted to standard LS fitting as a compromise method
despite its invalidity for the analysis of LDA data (1 5).Yet the more
widespread the use of limiting dilution analysis becomes, the more
necessary valid data reduction methods become. It would therefore
be desirable to develop an accurate and precise statistical method
for the analysis of LDA data that would be usable by all investigators. In this article, I present such a method, demonstrate its merit,
and provide formulas that can be readily used on any calculator or
microcomputer.

x'

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Terminology and notation. Frequency determinations are described here
by terms and symbols adapted from Finney (1 5 ) and Halsall and Makinodan
(1 6).
Given assay design parameters: a) Let I be the number of groups Of
replicate cultures and each group be labeled dose ifor i = 1 , 2,3. . . . I . b)
Let n, be the number of replicate culturesof each dose iand N be the total
number of cultures (N = n,). c) Let x, be the number of cells tested in each
replicate culture of each dose i. Actually, x, is the mean of the distribution
of the Poisson variable x,l for constant i and variable j where x , ~is the true
number of cells tested in the j I h culture of the
dose (see Appendix). d) Let
p, = e-+', be the probabilityof a negatively responding culturefor each dose
i(see Appendix).
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A statistical method was developed for the analysis of
experimental data from limiting dilution assays. Formulas
for the estimation of the frequency of immunocompetent
cells within a test population were derived by the statistical methods of weighted averaging, likelihood maximiminimization. Equationsfor the latter 2
zation, and
were solved by Newton's method of iterative approximation. Estimates obtained by these methods were found
to be more valid than those obtained by least squares
(LS) fitting as judged by the
test and as established
minimization was chosen
by Monte Carlo experiments.
as the preferable estimation method with maximum accuracy and precision (minimumbias and variance) for the
standard determination of frequencies; likelihood maximization was used only for the confirmation of results.
When data from previously published experiments were
reanalyzed, both results and conclusions were found to
differ significantly from those originally obtained by LS
fitting, thus demonstrating the importance of
using
proper data analysismethods. In conjunctionwith the
useof
available calculators ormicrocomputers,
the
method presented here provides a simple and rapid procedure for the valid determination of immunocompetent
cell frequencies.
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Observed data: Let r, be the number of negatively responding culturesof
each dose i.
Calculated results: a) Let p, = r,/n, be the fraction of negatively responding cultures of each dose I ; p, is an estimate of P,. b) Let f be the estimate
of the true frequency @ of the defined subpopulation of IC within the test cell
population.
Note that the term dose may refer either to the number l of doses or to
the value x, of an individual dose. 1 and refer, respectively, to summations
and products over I (Le., for I = 1 to i = I ) unless specified otherwise. The
meaning of all other symbols should be clear from the text and/or standard
to basic mathematics and statistics. Finally, the term estimator refers to an
estimation method, whereas the term estimate refers to an estimated frequency.
Determination o f @by LS estimation. A formula for the estimation of @ by
the method of LS fitting was derived by simple algebraic substitution in the
standard formula for unweighted LS fitting(1 7) of values for the equation of
the line

n

y=bx+a

are respectively the 1 st and 2nd partial derivatives of In L with respect to
@ evaluated at 5. V( f M L ) was calculated as the negative reciprocal of the 2nd
derivative of In L

evaluated at f M L (20). Note that v ( f M L ) is the reciprocal of a sum and not the
sum of reciprocals. All experimental data were included In the calculations.
Calculation ofx’ and determination of @ b y MC estimation. A formula for
the calculation of the
statistic and for the estimation of @ by the method
of
minimization was derived (see Appendix) by simple algebraic substitution of observed and expected class frequencies in the standard formula
(21 1. Thus, the MC frequency estimate fMc was deterfor the Pearson
mined as the value of @ that minimizes

x’

x‘

x2

(1 3

(1

where the subscript I-1 indicates the number of degrees of freedom (df).
The fMc was calculated by Newton’s method of iterative approximation as

with the corresponding values for the equation of the line

+a

(2

derived from a logarithmic transformation of the zero term of the Poisson
equation (see Appendix). Thus, the LS frequency estimate fLs was determined as the value of @ that minimizes

2: (In P , + ox,)’

(1 4

where f, is the jfhiterative f M C estimate of

@. and

(3
(1 5

and was calculated as
(4

and

Since doses with r, = 0 result in the indeterminate form In 0.they were
excluded from the calculations.
Determination of @ b y W M estimation. A formula for the estimation of @
by the method of weighted averaging was derived (see Appendix) by
constructing a weighted arithmetic mean

(16
are, respectively, the 1st and 2nd partial derivatives of X’ with respect to
f,. V ( f M C ) was calculated as 2 times the reciprocal of the 2nd
derivative of

@ evaluated at

x2

of the estimates f, of @ obtained independently from each individual dose i.
The weight w, for each estimate was chosen as the reciprocal of its variance
divided by the sum of the weights (18). Thus, the WM frequency estimate
f W M was calculated as

fWM

e (S)

=

(6

and its variance V a s
(7

(1 7

evaluated at f M C (20). Note that v ( f M C ) is the reciprocal of a sum and not the
sum of reciprocals. All experimental data were included in the calculations.
Calculation o f f , its confidence interval(CI) and probabilityvalue, and the
CI for the ratio of 2 independent f. The noniterative estimates f,, and fWM
were calculated explicitly by Equations 4 and 6, respectively. The Iterative
estimates f M L and f M C were approximated by Equations 9 and 14, respectively. Iteration was terminated when the incremental value was less than or
equal to 0.005% of the estimate (4-digit accuracy). The fWMwas used as
the starting value for iterative approximation to fML, and fMLwas then used
as the starting value for fMc. The 959/0 CI (1 7) for f was calculated as
95% Cl(f)

Since doses with r, = 0 result in the indeterminate form In 0, they were
excluded from the calculations.
Determination of @ b y ML estimation. The derivation (see Appendix) of a
formula for the estimation of @ by the method of likelihood maximization
was adapted from Finney’s analysis of dilution series in quantal response
assays (1 1). The ML frequency estimate f M L was determined as the value of
@ that maximizes

=f f1

96 S E ( f )

(1 8

where the standard error (SEI of f is
SE(f) =

4%.

(1 9

Probability values correspondingto
values as a measure of the goodness of fit of f were obtained by using a Monroe 1930 calculator with a
built-in function for that purpose. The 95% CI for the ratiom of 2 independent
frequency estimates fa and f., where
(20

where In L is the natural logarithmof the llkelihood function L (see Appendix). The fML was calculated by Newton’s method of iterative approximation
(1 9) as
f,,, =

f, -

(J’ In L / J @ ‘ )

where f, is the jthiterative fMLestimate of

@,

was calculated accordingto Fieller’s theorem assuming the normal approximation (1 8) as
m
1.96
95% CKm) = - f -JhV(f,)
h
hf,

(9

+ m’V(f,)

(21

where

and
(1 0

h=

fb2

- 1 .96‘V(fb)

(22

fb2

and
(1 1

All calculations (except those for probability values) were performed with a
Hewlett-Packard 9845A microcomputer using a program written in BASIC.
Calculation and printoutof all results for each frequency determination were
completed in seconds.
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RESULTS

e Data from Table I were analyzed by theLS,W M . ML. and MC estimators as
explained in Materrals and Methods.

Summary of results. The validity of LS fitting, weighted averaging, likelihood maximization, and x’ minimization as methods for
the estimation of the IC frequency @ was investigated for the singlehit Poisson model (see lntroductionandAppendix)
by several
different procedures. The results can be summarized as follows:
1) When LS,WM, ML, and MC estimates (set? Materials and
Methods) from experimental data were subjected to
testing with
probability values as a measure of the goodness of fit, MC, ML,
and WM estimates were found to be better than LS estimates (see
Tables II, 111, and IV). 2) When LS, WM, ML, and MC estimates from
artificial data generated by Monte Carlo methods were subjected
to Monte Carlo experimentation with the mean square error as a
measure of the efficiency (see Materials and Methods). the MC
estimator was found to be the best (minimum bias and variance,
maximum accuracy and precision), whereas the ML estimator was
3 to 15% worse, the WM estimator 20 to40%, and the LS estimator
300 to 1800% worse than the MC estimator (see below). 3) When
various estimators for the combination of data from multiple determinations were subjected to x* testing and Monte Carlo experimentation, the MC estimator for data pooled from the multiple
determinations was found to bethe best (see Table IV and below).
4) Different estimators can produce results leading to different
conclusions from the same data (see Table 111).
Comparison of LS, WM, ML, and MC estimators by
testing.
The quality of LS, WM, ML and MC estimators was investigated by
performing x’ tests on estimates calculated from previously published data (22). Table I presents the experimental data (adapted
from Fig. 1 of Reference 22) for determinations of CTL-P frequencies in normal murine thymus and spleen cell populations (C57BLl
6 respondingcellscultured
with DBA/2 stimulating cells and
assayed against P815 target cells). Table II then presents the
results for each of the 4 estimators as the estimate f of the
frequency @, the standard error (SE) of f , and the x’ and p values
from the goodness of fit test for f . For both thymus and spleen
frequency determinations, the x
‘ and probability values were lower
and higher, respectively, for the WM, ML, and MC estimates than
those for the LS estimates. These lower
and higher probability
values indicate that the WM, ML, and MC estimates provided better
agreement between the observed dose-response results andthose
expected assuming that the single-hit Poisson model applies to
these LDA. In the case of the spleen frequency determination, the
decrease in the x’ value was large enough to increase the proba-

bility value from 0.07 for the LS estimate (barely acceptable) to
0.56 to 0.57 for the WM, ML, and MC estimates (clearly acceptable). Although no significant differences were observed between
WM, ML, and MC estimators for either f or SE or x’ in the 2
examples presented here, differences as large as 10 to 50% were
observed in some cases (unpublished results).
Comparison of LS, WM, ML, and MCestimators by Monte Carlo
experimentation. The relative efficiency of the LS, WM, ML, and
MC estimators was investigated by performing a series of Monte
Carlo experiments for a wide range of values of @ (@= 1 to @ =
1 x 10-6) and a wide variety of symmetric and asymmetric assay
designs with l = 2 to / = 5 and N = 48 to N = 192. (Symmetric
and asymmetric assay designs are designs in which the doses x,
are spaced evenly or unevenly, respectively, about a dose x,
corresponding to P,= 0.5.) The efficiency of each estimator was
observed to be independent of the value of $I but dependent upon
the values n, and x , of the assay design. x’ minimization was clearly
found to be the minimum-bias minimum-variance estimator of as
measured by the mean square error of the estimates. Depending
upon the assay design, likelihood maximization was found to have
3 to 15% greater bias and variance, weighted averaging, 20 to
40%, and LS fitting, 300 to 1800%. Complete details of these
results will be published separately (C. Taswell and W. F. Taylor,
manuscript in preparation). The MC estimator was therefore considered to be the best statistical method for accurately estimating
$I. The MC estimates of Table II together with the experimental data
of Table I are displayed in Figure 1 as a plot of the logarithm of the
fraction p, of negatively responding cultures versus the number x,
of cells tested. The results for each frequency determination are
displayed as 3 lines where the central one represents the estimate
fand the other 2 represent the 95% confidence limits of f. The MC
estimator was used to determine all other frequencies reported in
this article. All MC estimates allowed for satisfactory acceptance
of the single-hit Poisson model. The hypothesis was not rejected
at the 5% level of significance, i.e.. p > 0.05 and in most cases
p >> 0.05 unless indicated otherwise.
Valid vs invalid conclusions. Proper data analysis may be particularly important for those experiments in which frequencies are
determined only once for each set of conditions investigated. In
order to examine this possibility, data from experiments on the
effect of cyclophosphamide treatment on the CTL-P frequency in

x‘

x’

x’

+
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Use of prev!ous/y published experimental data. All 4 estimation methods
TABLE I
(LS, WM, ML, and MC) were performed on experimental data previously
Experrmentai data from limrtrng dfiutron assays
for the determination of murtne
published by Taswell et a/. (22). Some LS estimates reported here differ
CTL-P frequenoes”
from those published originally (22). These discrepancies are due to roundCultures
Cells per
Negative
FractlOn Newing errors.The original LS estimates were first calculated and then recorded
Cell Population
Dose ( I )
(”,)
(w,)
Cultures
five Cultures
(r.1
(P.)
as whole number reciprocals. They were later reconverted to fractions for
publication in Reference 22. Since the LS estimates presented here were
Thymus
1
33
100
0.970
32
recalculated directly from the data, they are the correct LS estimates. For
33
500
28
0.848
2
these LDA. specificcytolysis was the activity assayed with a positive
1000
33
3
24
0.727
1500
21
33
4
0.636
response of a culture defined as any “Cr release value greater than 3
5
2000
14
0.424
33
standard deviations (SD) above the mean background level. Thus, cytolytic
T lymphocyte precursors(CTL-P) were the functionally defined IC for which
17
Spleen
1
24
250
0.708
frequencies were determined. The minimum positive level of 3 SD above
24
500
13
2
0 542
the mean has been arbitrarily acceptedas a standard by most investigators
6
0.250
24
3
750
working with LDA for CTL-P. Furthermore, it has been shown that generally
the distribution of 5’Cr release values for positively responding cultures
a Adapted from Figure 1 of Reference 22. C57BL/6 responding cells were
within each group of replicate cultures isindependent of the test cell dose.
Incubated with DBA/2 stimulating cells, assayed for specific cytolysis agalnst
A description of culture methods and a review of experiments with LDA for
P815 target cells, and considered to be positive for CTL-P if the 5’Cr release
CTL-P has been recently published by MacDonald et a/. (23).
value was greater than 3 SD above the mean background level.
Monte Carlo experiments. In order to test empirically the relative efficiency of the 4 different estimators, a series of Monte Carlo experiments
TABLE II
(24) were performed in a manner analogous to that of Berkson (25, 26). In
each experiment, 1 0 0 0 sets of values for the numbers r, of negatively
Cornpartson of LS, WM, ML, and MC estimates of murine CTL-P frequenoes”
responding cultures were generated randomly in a manner that directly
Cell Population
Estimator
f x
SE(f) x
[df]
,y2(f)
P(&
simulated an LDA of a given assay deslgn with known doses x, and numbers
LS
Thymus
0.727
2.0481~1
0.4060
n, of replicatecultures for a given test cell population with known IC
WM
0.3423
0.0519
1.1111,,
0.893
frequency 4. For each of the 1 0 0 0 sets of data, f,,, fWM, fML, and fMc were
ML
0.0523
0.3506
1.08214~
0.897
calculated; and subsequently for each of the 4 sets of 1 0 0 0 estimates, the
0.351
0.0529
1
1.0821,1
0.897
MC
means, variances, and mean square errors were calculated as a measure
of the bias and variance of each of the 4 estimators. These experiments
LS
Spleen
2.083
5.278121
0.071
were performed on the Hewlett-Packard microcomputer. Complete details
0.256
1.15212~
0.562
1.447
WM
of the methods will be published separately (C. Taswell and W. F. Taylor,
ML
1.501
0.259
1.12212,
0.571
manuscript in preparation).
MC
1.492
0 262
1.121121
0.571
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the thymus and spleen were reanalyzed by the MC estimator and
the results were compared with those originally obtained by the LS
estimator. Table 111 presents the frequency estimates andcell
recoveries (adapted from Table 111 of Reference 22). According to
the LS estimates, cyclophosphamide significantly altered the CTLP frequency only in the spleen when it was used at a dose of 300
mg/kg, whereas according to the MC estimates, cyclophosphamide significantly altered the
CTL-P frequency in both the spleen
and thymus when used at that dose. Reanalysis of the data thus
producedresultsdifferent
from thoseobtainedoriginally.
This
difference was all the more strikingbecause it could not have been
CELLS PER CULTURE
500

1500
1000

2500
2000

3000

-

Figure 7 . MC estimates of murtne CTL-P frequencies. MC frequency estlmates for the data of Table I were determined as explamed In Matenals and
Methods. For each frequency determinatlon, the lower line represents the upper
95% confidence limit of fMC. the middle line represents the estimate fMc, and the
upper line represents the lower 95% confldence limit of fMC. 0 . Thymus; M.
spleen.

predicted merely by comparing the original LS estimates. For
example, according tothe LS estimates, cyclophosphamide at both
100 and 300 mg/kg reduced the CTL-P frequency in the thymus
by approximately 25%, whereas according to the MC estimates,
cyclophosphamide at 100 mg/kg decreased the frequency by 3%
and at 300 mg/kg by 58%.The consideration that some of the LS
estimates are clearly unacceptable with p < 0.05 whereas the MC
estimates are acceptable with P > 0.10 further emphasizes the
difference.Sincethe
MC estimator is the more valid statistical
method (see above), conclusions derived from MC estimates provide a better interpretation of experiments than do conclusions
derived from LS estimates. This statement applies especially to
experiments performed only once as opposed to experiments
performed repeatedly (see below).
Combination of frequency estimates from multiple determinations. Although several statistical methods are available for the
combination of frequency estimates from multiple determinations
(1 5). the simple procedure recommended by Porter and Berry (1 4 )
was considered to be the best method for the LDA discussed here.
Thus, combined frequency estimates can be obtainedby analyzing
with the MC estimator all data pooled from all determinations to be
combined. Data from invalid frequency determinations (those with
p < 0.05, see also Discussion) should not beincluded in the
pooling of data. To test this method, data from experiments on the
effect of cortisone treatment on the GTL-P frequency in the thymus
and the spleen were pooled and analyzed by the MC estimator,
and the results were compared with those originally obtained as
the means of the LS estimates. Table IV presents the frequency
estimates and cell recoveries (adapted from Table II of Reference
22). Despite absolute differences between the MC estimates for
the pooled data and the means of the LS estimates, the relative
results and conclusions derived from them were similar for both
methods of statistical estimation. MC estimates for the treated
populations were found tobe consistent when combined (p >
0.05), whereas those for the untreated populations were inconsistent when combined (p < 0.05). Since the single-hit Poisson
model was accepted as being valid for each of the MC estimates

TABLE 111
Comparison of results obtained by
LS and MCmethods of data analysls for single expenments

on the effect

of cyclophosphamlde treatment of rnlce"

"
"

Untreated

Cyc~ophospham'de
Dose

100 mg/kg

Cell
Populatlon
Method
CTL-P f"

Thymus
Spleen

300 mg/kg

Recovery as % Untreated

Treated

Thymus
Spleen

LS
MC
LS
MC

0.81
1.04
1.39
2.1 5

LS
MC
LS
MC

0.84
1.01
2.08
1.49

95%
P(fY CKf)"

CTL-P f

95% CKf)

0 136

0.477
0.74-1.33
1.54-2.77
0.1

0.60
1.01
1.87
0.002
201.29-2.58
1.93

0.75-1.27

0.63
0.23-0.62
0.42
0 16
0.071
0.24
0.571 0.14-0.34

0.360
0.606
0.66-1.35
0.98-2.01

CTL-P"

P(f)

0.002
0.346
0.886
0.893
0.369
0.845
0.345
0.748

82
82
69
69
38-96

61
80
93
62

20
20
10
10

15
8
1
2

95% CI"

54-1 20

4-1 5
1-3

Adapted from Table 111 of Reference22. Each mouse received a slngle 1.p. injection of cyclophosphamlde and was sacrificed 2 days later. Pools of 3 organs were
assayed for each determmatlon as described in Table I. A single experlment was performed separately at each dose Indicated. The data were then analyzed by the
LS and MC estlmators as explamed in Matenals andMethods.
Expressed as the number of CTL-P per 1O3 cells.
The p value corresponding to the
value of f.
CTL-P recovery was calculated as the total cell recovery times the ratio of the CTL-P frequencies of the treated to untreated populations.
a

x'

TABLE IV
Cornpanson of results obtained bv LS and MCmethods of data analvsls for multmle exDeriments on the effect of corbsone treatment of mice'
Treated

Untreated

Method

9 5 8 CI( f)"

CTL-P f"

P(f)'

CTL-P f

"

Thymus

Spleen

Recovery as % Untreated

-~

.~

~~~

Cell Populatlon

Mean of LS"
MC of pooled data'

0.47
0 47

Mean of LS
MC of pooled data

2.43
1.56

0 042

0.21
1.13-2.00

0.000
59
0.038 1.90

10.4
4

0.020

0.688
1.36-2.45

CI"

""

4

0.377
5.38-8.82

2

95%
CTL-P"

cells

~"

0.38-0.56
10 0.042
7
1

Total
95%
P(f)CKf)

37
37

89
60

43-82

39
45

30-68

Adapted from Table II of Reference 22. Cortisone treatment expenments were performed analogously to the cyclophosphamide treatment experiments described
in Table 111. Multiple experlments (3 for thymus and 2 for spleen) were performed separately all at a cortisone dose of 100 mg/kg. Frequency estimates for each
experlment were then combined as explained below.
Expressed as the number of CTL-P per 1O3 cells.
The p value corresponding to the x' value of f.
CTL-P recovery was calculated as the total cell recovery tlmes the ratio of the CTL-P frequencies of the treated to untreated populatlons.
LS estlmates for each frequency determination were averaged.
' Data from each frequency determination to be combmed were pooled and analyzed by the MC estimator as explained In Results
''
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from the frequency determinations that were combined, these
inconsistencies were interpreted to represent heterogeneity between the estimates combined rather than invalidity of the singlehit Poisson model for the final pooled estimate. Monte Carlo
experiments (see above) were performed to compare the efficiency
of 8 different estimators: 2 versions of each of the 4 estimators,
LS, WM, ML, and MC. The 1st version of each of the 4 estimators
was the mean of the estimates from the determinations combined,
and the 2nd version was the estimate for the pooled data from the
determinations combined. Of the 8 estimators, the one presented
in Table IV as the MC pooled data method was found to be the
most valid (C. Taswell and W. F. Taylor, manuscript in preparation).
DISCUSSION

x*

126

the one with the least error or loss of information, then MC should,
in theory, be the best estimator. When these intuitive thoughts are
tested by Monte Carlo experimentation for the particular model in
question, it is possible to discover which estimator does, in fact,
incur the least error. As reported in this article, the MC estimator
is the best estimation method with the least error for the determination of IC frequencies based upon the single-hit Poisson model
(see Results).
Since MC is the most accurate and precise estimator, it should
be used whenever possible. If programmable calculators or microcomputers with sufficient capacity to obtain fMc by Newton’s iterative method (see Equation 14) are not available, the MC estimator
can still beused with a standard calculator by performing iterations
manually (solving Equation 13 for successive values of f until X ’ ( f )
is minimized and fMcis obtained). The ML estimator should then be
used (with iterations performed either automatically or manually)
either to confirm or as a substitute for the results obtained by the
MC estimator. If practicality nevertheless necessitates use of a
noniterative method, then the WM estimator should be used and
the LS estimator avoided. (The WM estimator was found tobe
much better than even a weighted LS estimator [C. Taswell and W.
F. Taylor, manuscript in preparation].) Finally, it should be noted
that regardless of the efficiency of astatistical estimator, the
accuracy of an estimate depends upon the accuracy with which
the minimum positive detection level discriminates between positive
and negative responses. If the level is defined to be lower than its
true value, then frequency estimates will be higher than their true
values and vice versa. However, even if this level is thought to be
more or less inaccurate, the resultant inaccuracy of an estimate
should not be compounded by use of an estimator that is known to
be inaccurate.
Having established X’ minimization as the best estimation
method for the determination of IC frequencies, I then reanalyzed
LDA data from a variety of previously published experiments (see
Tables 111 and IV) and found that not only did thequantitative results
differ significantly but also the qualitative conclusions as well. The
importance of using a proper statistical method for the analysis of
LDA data cannot be overemphasized, as the examples presented
here demonstrate. Although it is more difficultto
standardize
experimental conditions, it is relatively easy to standardize data
analysis methods, including the adoption of conventions for the
minimum positive detection level. The validity of this level should
be tested and established for each IC investigated, whether a CTLP used as an example here or any other B or T lymphocyte or cell
of the immune system. Proper data analysis methods, if standardized, would then enable all investigators to compare and interpret
results and conclusions with greater accuracy and precision.
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APPENDIX

Derwation of the smgle-hit Posson-model equation. The probability PneY
that a culture responds negatwely can be derived as follows. If a culture
receives a fixed dose of x cells from a population such that the probability
IS 4 that any 1 cell is an IC and responds positively, then P,,,(constant
x ) is
the probability that there are not any IC among x and
P,l~,(constant x )

= (1 -

0)”.

(23

Since t h e dose of x cells IS sampled from a homogeneously suspended
population, x is not a known constant but an unknown Poisson variable. If
x is avalue from a Poisson distribution with mean X , then the average value
x ) equals P,,,(constant
x ) averaged over the Poisson
ofP,,,(variable
distribution of x . Thus,

(24

f,,,,(variable

x)

=

e-xex

=

e

liiX

x’r
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I compared the validity of 4 statistical methods for the estimation
of IC frequencies by testing (see Table II) in a manner analogous
to that of Fisher (27) and by Monte Carlo experimentation (see
Results) in a manner analogous to that of Berkson (25, 26). I found
that the 4 estimators can beranked in the following order by
decreasing bias and variance (increasing accuracy and precision):
LS, WM, ML,and MC. This empirical result was expected by
statistical theory. LS (see Equation 4) minimizes the sum of the
squares of the differences between the logarithms of observed p,
and expectedP,values (see Equation 3) from a transformation (see
Equation 2) of the single-hit Poisson-model equation (see Appendix). It is a function of only part of the experimental data: x , and p,
from all doses i except those with r, = 0 . It should be noted that
the use of p, by itself without either r, or n, represents a loss of
information. For example, a valueof p, = r , / n , = 0.8 canbe
obtained from an LDA with either rJn, = 16/20 or r , / n , = 80/100
or any other ratio of numbers equal to 0.8. Furthermore, the LS
function falsely assumes that the variance V(p,) is constant for all
values of p,. WM (see Equation 6) resolves some of these problems
by weighting individual dose estimates (see Equation 29) with
terms related to their respective variances (see Equation 31) and
then taking their mean. However, it remains another version of a
logarithmic transformation (see Equation 28) of the single-hit Poisson-model equation and is likewise a function of only part (albeit
more than LS) of the experimental data: x,, p,, and r, (and therefore
n, implicitly) from all doses i except those with r, = 0 . ML (see
Equations 9, 10, and 1 1) maximizes a quantity called thelikelihood,
which is defined to be proportional to the probability that the doseresponse data observed should be observed if in fact the true
frequency @ equals the frequency estimate f. It retains the singlehit Poisson-model equation in its exponential form (see Equations
26 and 27) and is a function of all of the experimental data: x,, r,,
and n, from all doses 1 . Like LS, MC (see Equations 14, 15, and
16) also minimizes a version of the sums of the squares of the
differences between observed and expected values; but like ML,
it is a version that retains the single-hit Poisson-model equation in
its exponential form and is a function of all of the experimental
data. The estimators thus incur a loss of information to varying
degrees, both as predicted theoretically and as observed experimentally.
Since results ( f , SE(f), and x 2 ( f ) )obtained independently from
bothMLand
MC estimators tend to equality as the number of
cultures increases assuming the validity of the single-hit Poisson
model (15, 20), those cases in which discrepancies occur may
represent LDA to which the Poisson model does not apply and for
which the data and results cannot be consideredacceptable. Thus,
2 independent validity tests can be performed for each estimate:
the standard X’ test and an ML/MC divergence test. Failure to
pass either one or both tests may invalidate both the frequency
estimate and the single-hit Poisson model. In our laboratory we
have arbitrarily defined p < 0.05 and/or ML/MC divergence >
10% as the critical region for rejection of the estimate and the
model. This close convergence of ML and MC results continues to
encourage debate between statisticians about the relative efficiencies of these 2 estimators. Berkson (28, 29) has provided convincing arguments for preference of the MC estimator. It is possible to
conceive of ML as a function that maximizes gain of information
and MC as a function that minimizes loss of information. If it is
assumed that the best estimator from a practical point of view is
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Alternatively, Pnegcanbederivedmoresimplyasfollows.
Ifaculture
receives on the average a dose of
X cells, then the Poisson distribution
gives the probability P,(X) that the culture receives any number c ofIC as

Since n,2 is the number n, of replicate cultures, PQ is the probability P, of a
negative response from Equation 27, and 0,2is the number r, of negatively
responding cultures, x' can be derived as

P,.(X)
is then the probability that the culture does not receive anyIC and
equals the zero term of the Poisson Equation 25. Thus,
= Po(X) = e -*'.

P,,(X)

(26
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The individual dose estimatef , is then
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